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Add a New Dimension to your Product Communications 
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Visit a CATIA user community








Improve the way you create, update and distribute product information
CATIA Composer allows you to repurpose existing 3D design data to more rapidly create and update high quality product deliverables including documentation, technical illustrations, animations, and interactive 3D experiences.

 

By leveraging the power of 3D, you can provide your customers, partners, and stakeholders with more clear, easily understandable product communications that significantly improve their ability to understand and retain complex information.

CATIA Composer also helps product deliverables to be created earlier in the design process, improving time to market and minimizing costs associated with rework when designs change.








Proven Solutions to Address Your Challenges
No matter what the industry or the size of the company, CATIA has proven industry expertise to meet your individual company needs. Industries across the globe are optimizing business processes, accelerating time to market, and communicating technical product information.


CATIA Composer provides an unmatched toolset for developing and deploying 2D and 3D images and animations for a wide variety of communication needs including product documentation, technical illustrations, animated assembly instructions, interactive service and training applications, and sales and marketing collateral.
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The Most Complete System for Product Documentation
Without CATIA Composer, all changes to product data require time-consuming manual revisions and rework to technical documentation. With CATIA Composer, you can seamlessly incorporate design changes directly into the product communication to create up-to-date, accurate printed and interactive materials.CATIA Composer can be quickly and easily integrated into your entire product communication process. This not only reduces costs, but also improves the quality and consistency of all documentation that you create throughout the lifecycle of your products.












Portfolio
CATIA Composer simplifies and enhances your organization’s ability to create 2D and 3D images and interactive procedures for a full range of product communication.



CATIA Composer
CATIA Composer Player
CATIA Composer Player Pro
CATIA Composer Sync




CATIA Composer


Based on a lightweight, open, XML-based architecture, CATIA Composer allows non-technical users to create associative 2D and 3D technical illustrations, product documentation, interactive product experiences, and more – directly from 3D digital product data. CATIA Composer encourages reuse of 3D product data in departments such as manufacturing, service, support, training, sales, and marketing. Reuse of the digital product definition increases the value of that information while ensuring the creation of accurate, always-current deliverables.











CATIA Composer Player


CATIA Composer Player, a free utility, allows content creators to distribute CATIA Composer content to any end-user with the same high performance as CATIA Composer.

Much more than a simple viewer, CATIA Composer Player offers content consumers a highly interactive experience with product deliverables.











CATIA Composer Player Pro


CATIA Composer Player Pro provides a very powerful advanced Applications Programming Interface (API).

CATIA Composer Player Pro offers the ability to query, manipulate, interact, and display -- in real time -- CATIA Composer content integrated with data originating from external sources. This enables the development of 3D interactive custom applications, creating lifelike experiences anywhere the CATIA Composer Player ActiveX can be used.











CATIA Composer Sync and CATIA Composer Enterprise Sync


CATIA Composer Sync and CATIA Composer Enterprise Sync deliver sophisticated, XML-based associativity between CATIA Composer and any number of enterprise systems.


With CATIA Composer Sync changes in metadata, geometry, BOMs, or manufacturing information can be updated on the desktop in CATIA Composer deliverables, guaranteeing accurate and consistent information.


CATIA Composer Enterprise Sync offers all of the capabilities of CATIA Composer Sync plus the ability to control the processes through a command-line interface, allowing sophisticated integrations to be implemented very quickly.
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Learn What CATIA Can Do for You
Speak with a CATIA expert to learn how our solutions enable seamless collaboration and sustainable innovation at organizations of every size.




Contact us






Get Started
Courses and classes are available for students, academia, professionals and companies. Find the right CATIA training for you. 




Find training






Get Help
Find information on software & hardware certification, software downloads, user documentation, support contact and services offering




Get support 

Get services












Let's connect



How can we help?


Live chat
OFFLINE

No agent currently available. We will be back soon.





Call
OFFLINE

No agent currently available. We will be back soon.





Email

Send us your request
Contact Sales
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